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SRP-003-894 Instruction, Transformable Cable Reel
SRP-004-170 Instruction, MDU Riser End Grip Removal

 

1. General
This procedure describes how to install 12- and 24-fiber Riser cable assemblies using MDU (multi-dwelling unit) 
Pulling Leads. The leads are available in configurations suitable for pulling 4, 5, or 6 cable assemblies either up or 
down a vertical building conduit (Figure 1).
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2. PRECAUTIONS
2.1 Cable Handling Precautions

CAUTION: Fiber optic cable is sensitive to excessive pulling, bending, and crushing forces. Consult the 
cable specification sheet for the cable you are installing. Do not bend the cable more sharply than the 
minimum recommended bend radius. Do not apply more pulling force to the cable than specified. Do 
not crush the cable or allow it to kink. Doing so may cause damage that can alter the transmission 
characteristics of the cable; the cable may have to be replaced.

2.2 Pulling Lead Precautions
CAUTION: The pulling leads described in this procedure are rated for a maximum force of 30 lbf (133 
Newtons). DO NOT USE MECHANICAL PULLERS WITH THESE PULLING LEADS- hand-pull only.

2.3 Laser Precautions
CAUTION: Never look directly into the end of a fiber that may be carrying laser light. Laser light can 
be invisible and can damage your eyes. Viewing it directly does not cause pain. The iris of the eye will 
not close involuntarily as when viewing a bright light. Consequently, serious damage to the retina 
of the eye is possible. Should accidental eye exposure to laser light be suspected, arrange for an eye 
examination immediately.

3. TOOLS AND MATERIALS
The following tools and materials are required to complete this procedure:

• MDU Riser cable assemblies
• MDU Pulling Lead (p/n MDULEAD-0XU for “up” pulls; MDULEAD-0XD for “down” pulls)
• Pre-placed pulling line in a conduit and appropriate hardware on each floor
• Reel stand or other payoff equipment
• Permanent marker and tape or number markers
• Two-way communications between all floors

Optional:
• Additional pull line if a “new” pull line in the conduit is desired after the Riser cable assembly 

installation has been completed)
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4. PULLING DOWN RISER CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
When pulling 12- or 24-fiber Riser cable 
assemblies from the top of a multi-dwelling 
unit (MDU), a pulling leader with 3 foot (≈1 m) 
snap hook spacing is used required. The 
MDULEAD-0XD can be easily attached to a 
pre-installed pull line and be used to pull-in a 
maximum of six Riser cable assemblies with the 
following steps. 
 
 

Step 1: Stage a riser cable assembly on each 
floor (Figure 2):

a. Place reel stand or other device to 
allow for easy payoff (Figure 2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Unwrap the end of each cable 
assembly to release its pulling grip 
(Figure 3).

c. Use a permanent marker and tape 
or number markers to label the 
respective floor number on each 
cable assembly.

Step 2: On the top floor, securely attach the end 
loop of the pulling lead (no snap hook) to 
the free end of the pull line (Figure 4). 
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Pulling Down—continued
Step 3: Direct an additional person on the lowest 

floor to pull down on the line until the 
leader’s first snap hook is 1 to 2 feet  
(31- 61 cm) from the top floor conduit 
entrance (Figure 5).

OPTIONAL: If a pull line for future use is desired, 
attach a new pull line to the last snap hook on the 
leader at this time.
OPTIONAL: If the building is 7-12 stories, attach a 
second pull-down lead to the snap hook on the end 
of the first leader. 

Step 4: Attach the top floor riser cable assembly’s 
pulling eye into the leader’s first snap hook 
(Figure 6). 

NOTE: Make sure that the hook’s spring-loaded 
latch completely closes.  
 
 
 
 
 

Step 5: Go to the next floor down and have the 
line pulled from the basement/lowest 
floor until the second snap hook on the 
lead is accessible.  
Securely attach the second riser cable 
assembly pulling eye to the snap hook 
(Figure 7). 

Step 6: Repeat this process on each floor for the 
remaining riser cables. 
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Pulling Down—continued
Step 7: Continue to pull the line until all of the 

riser cables reach the bottom floor or 
basement. Disconnect each Riser cable 
assembly from the leader and pull down 
an additional 10 feet (3 m) of cable slack 
into the bottom floor/basement  
(Figure 8). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 8: On each floor, collapse the reel to its 
“stored” configuration per SRP-003-894.  
Pull the connector from inside the reel 
(Figure 9) and ensure that it can reach 
the patch panel in the box for that floor 
(Figure 10).  
 
 
 
 

Step 9: Place the reel in the box (a Riser Terminal 
Wall-mount Housing is shown), plug in the 
connector, and neatly store any cable slack 
(Figure 10).

Step 10: Access the Riser cable assembly pulling 
grips per their instructions and install their 
connectors in the basement/lowest floor 
hardware according to its instructions.

Step 11: If you have pulled a replacement pull line 
into the conduit, disconnect it from the 
leader and appropriately secure its ends on 
both the basement/bottom and top floors. 
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5. PULLING UP RISER CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
When pulling 12- or 24-fiber Riser cable assemblies from the bottom of a multi-dwelling unit (MDU), a pulling 
leader with snap hook spacing slightly greater than the floor spacing is required. The MDULEAD-0 XU can 
be easily attached to a pre-installed pull line and be used to pull-in up to six Riser cable assemblies with the 
following steps.

Step 1: Place the riser cable assemblies 
on a reel stand or other device to 
allow for easy payoff of 1 to 6 reels 
(Figure 11).  
 
Use a marker or other means to 
number the Riser cable assemblies 
and reels according to each 
assembly’s floor destination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 2: Unwrap the end of each cable 
assembly to release their pulling grips 
(Figure 12). 
 
 

Step 3: Securely attach the end loop of the 
leader assembly (no snap hook) to the 
free end of the pull line (Figure 13). 
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Pulling Up—continued
Step 4: Direct a person at the top floor to 

pull the line to position the first snap 
hook 1 to 2 feet (30.5 - 61 cm) from 
the basement level entrance of the 
conduit (Figure 14). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 5: Attach the first riser cable assembly to 
the leader by placing its pulling grip eye 
into the hook (Figure 15).  

NOTE: Make sure that the spring-loaded latch 
completely closes.  
 
 
 
 

Step 6: Have the line pulled from the top floor 
as you feed the first pulling grip into the 
conduit. Continue pulling the line until 
the second snap hook is 1-2 feet from the 
conduit entrance.  
 
Secure the second Riser cable assembly 
pulling grip to the second snap hook 
(Figure 16).

Step 7: Repeat the pulling and attachment 
process for the remaining cable 
assemblies.  
 

OPTIONAL: If you wish to reposition a pull line in the conduit for future use, attach a new length of pull line to 
the last snap hook along with the final Riser cable assembly pulling grip. 

OPTIONAL: If the building is 7-12 stories, attach a second pull-up lead to the snap hook to the end of the first 
leader. 
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Pulling Up—continued
Step 8: Continue to pull the line from the top floor until the 

first riser cable is free of the conduit.  
 
Disconnect the Riser Cable pulling grip from the 
leader and pull just the cable (not the leader) an 
additional 10 feet (3 m) (Figure 17). 
 
Secure the leader/pull line so that it cannot fall 
back down the conduit from the weight of the 
cables below. 
 

Step 9: Access the Riser cable assembly pulling grip per its 
instructions. Coil and secure the cable slack and 
install the connectors in the wall-mount terminal 
housing according to its instructions (Figure 18).  
 
Be sure to properly manage the riser cable’s bend 
radius during this step.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 10: Go to the next floor down and pull the leader up 
until the next Riser cable assembly reaches this 
floor (Figure 19).  
 
Repeat Steps 8 through 10 on this and the 
remaining floors and Riser cable assemblies. 
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Pulling Up—continued
Step 11: Once the Riser cable assemblies have been 

installed on all the upper floors, remove 
the reels from the stand.

Step 12: Collapse the reels to their “stored” 
configuration per SRP-003-894.  
 
Pull the connector(s) from inside the coil 
and ensure that they reach the patch 
panel in the indoor FDH or hardware being 
used (Figure 20). 

Step 13: Place the reels in the MDU storage cabinet, neatly storing any cable slack.

Optional step:
Step 14: To reposition a pull line in the conduit, carefully pull up on the leader until the last snap hook and the 

new line attached in Step 7 reach the top floor. Disconnect the new pull line from the snap hook and 
appropriately secure it on the top floor for future use.
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